
Perfect for Retail & Hospitality, the QT720 combines 
an ergonomic handheld design with a rugged 
and sleek exterior.  Fast transaction speeds, large 
PIN entry keys with ‘Never wear out’ labelling and 
brilliant colour backlit display make the QT720 the 
leader in its class.
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ROBUST QUALITY
Attention to quality during the design and manufacture process has 
resulted in innovations that make the QT720 unique in the marketplace.  
The combination of an in-mould decoration (IMD) keypad that 
won’t wear out, integrated Contactless/NFC reader, as well as built in 
protection against dust and liquid, ensures the QT720 will perform 
consistently in demanding environments and under the heaviest of 
transaction volumes.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
Custom software applications for QT720 can be developed by third 
parties using Quest’s PINpad Application SDK, available for bespoke 
payment application developments.

TERMINAL INTEGRATION
QT720 is supported by Quest’s entire range of integrated 
transaction processing solutions including EftposPlus Enterprise, 
EftposPlus Express, and Cloud EFTPOS providing fully integrated 
card payment processing for a broad range of POS solutions across 
multiple technology platforms.  Direct connection to the QT720 is 
also supported for legacy and non-PC based cash register or POS 
solutions.

ERGONOMIC STYLE
Sleek lines, a small footprint, oversized keys, and a vibrant colour 
display set the QT720 apart from other payment terminals.  
Combine those features with a backlit keypad, light-guided chip 
card entry and simplified on screen user interface, and the result 
is an entirely intuitive transaction process for both merchants and 
customers.

The airPay Contactless reader feature in QT720 
will allow your customers to pay for purchases 
simply by holding their contactless-enabled 
payment card or NFC device within close range 
of the contactless reader.  Customer queues will 
reduce as low value transactions for supported 
card schemes^ are processed without the need 
for a PIN or signature.

Suitable for any business with high-volume 
low-value transactions, Contactless particularly 
benefits cafés, convenience stores, supermarkets, 
fast-food outlets, fuel outlets and cinemas.
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SPECIFICATIONS
PROCESSOR 32 Bit RISC

MEMORY 8MB Flash + 8MB SDRAM

SMART CARD READER Rated for 500,000 insertions 
Asynchronous ISO 7816 & EMV Level 1 compliant
Illuminated entry slot

MAGNETIC STRIPE READER Tracks 1/2/3, Bi-directional, ISO 7811 compliant

CONTACTLESS CARD READER Integrated Contactless Reader. EMV Level 1, ISO 14443 type A, B

DISPLAY 2.8” TFT Colour Display, QVGA

KEYPAD 15 key backlit keypad with ‘Never wear out’ IMD technology

NON VISUAL INDICATORS Beeper

INTERFACE OPTIONS Standard : Serial RS232 (115Kb)
Standard : USB 2.0 (Device)
Option: V.22bis Dial/Leased Line Modem
Option: Bluetooth module
Option: Ethernet 10/100 BT module

COMPLIANCE Security : PCI-PTS, APCA CS3 CECS, PA-DSS, DES, 3DES, RSA 
encryption, Application Author Authentication
Regulatory : C Tick, A Tick (Modem)
Environmental : RoHS

SUPPLY VOLTAGE USB : 5V
Serial : 12VDC 400mA

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 177mm (long) x 78mm (wide) x 45mm (deep)

WEIGHT 324g

CONSTRUCTION Engineering grade plastics (UV stabilised, Flame Retardant)

ACCESSORIES Swivel Stand (Durable metal construction) with PINpad Holster
Ruggedised Drop protector
PIN entry privacy shield*


